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elcome to the first issue of Green Business Canada published by Maris 
Media Group Inc., an Edmonton-based publishing company that Wfocuses on sharing Canadian success stories of 'green' initiatives.  We 

believe that by shedding light on these stories and encouraging others to choose 
green alternatives, we can accelerate the green movement across our nation.

Our motto is “Making a green choice is not always easy; but it is always right”.  
That's why we opted to use the word 'business'. We recognize that all decisions are 
made based on a return and this is true whether you are a private industry, 
government, consumer, educator, student or innovator.

We will also use the magazine as a platform to challenge individuals to 'think 
outside the box' and develop solutions to environmental problems. We know there 
are a lot of smart people out there and we want to hear from you.

As we get more established we have made a commitment to work with youth, 
charities and innovators to help move their causes forward. We intend to do this 
by sharing our profits and distributing them in the form of scholarships, donations 
and grants. So, the more successful we become, the more we can give back.

The magazine is available for free to a wide audience across Alberta, Canada and 
the World. Maris Media Group Inc. is committed to sustainable business practices 
and strives to minimize its impact on the environment whenever possible. Sharing 
this passion with both our readers and advertisers, we demonstrate our commit-
ment by using environmentally friendly inks, modern press systems, and printing 
on recycled paper. To enhance our efforts, each and every magazine we publish is 
recreated in a fully interactive, digital format.

Our motto is 
“Making a green

 choice is not 
always easy; 

but it is always 
right”.

Becky McCaffrey

f someone had 
told me 3 months 
ago that I would I
be the Editor of a 

magazine, I would 
have told them they 
were crazy – I'm a consultant!  But, when you 
are passionate about something as important as 
heightening the awareness of green business in 
Canada to encourage shared environmental 
responsibility and making positive changes in 
the community for our children, it just makes 
sense. 

Working with leaders and influencers, Green 
Business Canada is intent on affecting change. 
We believe that the green movement will be 
accelerated by collaborating and sharing 
ideas, knowledge and resources. We are 
committed to providing the required forum to help build 
strategic partnerships and enable this sharing.

To this end, we pledge to include stories on green standards 
and certifications, people, the environment, government, 
education, community, and industry in every edition.  As we 

are not a political magazine, our stories are focused on 
successful green initiatives in hopes that others can 

benefit from the real life examples we feature.  

We would like to especially thank David Dodge 
and Duncan Kinney from Green Energy 
Futures for contributing their stories to our 
magazine.  Without their contribution, we 
could not have gotten this quality product off 

the ground!  

Finally, we would encourage others to share their 
stories. If you prefer not to write them yourselves, 

contact us anyway as we can help.

businessofgreen.ca 
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Dominic Ries, Adrienne Lynn and Cam Munro of Clark Builders at the 
NAIT CAT building project in Edmonton. Adrienne is Clark's green 

coordinator who visits sites several times a week to ensure Clark is 
building green so their project can earn LEED certification. 

By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

LEED works: 
How a green building 
rating system 
transformed the 
construction industry

overnments and developers love issuing press releases was an accomplishment “And then within a year, right on the heels 
announcing the opening of shiny new schools, rec centres of that project, another one came, then another one and then another 
and office buildings. Chances are good these days that one.”G
building will be LEED silver, gold or even platinum.

The U.S. Green Building Council created LEED in the 90s and it 
came to Canada in 2002. Its goals are simple: it wants to create Munro says 15 years ago his company would have been happy 
resource-efficient, high-performing, healthy, cost-effective diverting 10 to 15 per cent of its construction waste from landfills.
buildings. “Today, we've got numerous projects that are over 95 per cent 
LEED is an acronym for Leadership in Energy and Environmental diverted from landfills,” says Munro. And the project we were 
Design and over time it become the most used touring sports a 98 per cent waste diversion 
green building rating system out there. rate. 
According to Tanya Doran of the Green Since 2005, LEED builders have recycled 
Building Council, Alberta Chapter, Canada more than 2.7 million tonnes of construction 
has over 5,000 buildings that are registered and demolition waste in Canada.
for a LEED rating and 2,000 LEED certified 
buildings. 

LEED was created with lofty goals and 28.8 LEED rewards builders for using locally 
million square metres of LEED projects have sourced materials and environmentally 
been built in Canada — but what has it friendly glues, paints, primers, sealants and 
achieved? materials with low or no-VOC and no added urea formaldehyde. 
Cam Munro is the Innovative Construction Manager at Clark Many of these materials were hard to get in 2003, but today they are 
Builders in Edmonton, Alberta. He can thank LEED for his title, and readily available. Clark Builders doesn’t even stock materials that 
right now 50 per cent of the 2014 projects at this large construction don’t meet these LEED requirements, because it’s not worth the 
company are pursuing a LEED certification. We talked to Munro on hassle to source and separate them. So by default even non-LEED 
the NAIT campus in Edmonton where they are building the new projects get greener, healthier materials. “We're changing our 
Centre for Applied Technologies (CAT) Building, Clark’s 61st processes so that everything we're doing could be a LEED job even 
LEED project.

Clark took on its first LEED project in 2003. “It was a big learning 
curve,” says Munro, who admits that just surviving their first project 

Waste reduction

Green materials

Continued on page 6

Since 2005, LEED in Canada 
is responsible for saving 2.6 
million megawatt hours of 

electricity, enough energy to 
power 89,000 homes in 
Canada for a full year

if it isn't,” says Munro.
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Continued from page 5

The 
Eastgate 

Environment 
Canada 

building has 
153 kW of 

solar and is 
a LEED 

Gold 
Candidate.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Adrienne Lynn, sustainable innovations specialist with 
Clark Builders stands by carefully stacked insulation 

that sits on pallets, all part of keeping it clean and 
green on LEED projects.

Since 2003 5,000 buildings have registered to 
become LEED certified in Canada says Tanya Doran 

of the Green Building Council, Alberta Chapter.

Energy efficiency

LEED isn’t perfect

Transformational

He gets his money and the building gets built in a 
much more sustainable way.”

Since 2005, LEED in Canada is responsible for Studies have shown that LEED buildings find 
saving 2.6 million megawatt hours of electricity, tenants more easily and can charge more for rent. 
enough energy to power 89,000 homes in LEED has legitimized and mainstreamed green 
Canada for a full year. buildings. By making it a financial play as much 
To meet LEED standards, buildings must be at as a PR play you can justify going green to the 
least 30 per cent more energy efficient than the bean counters who make the financial decisions 
building code. of the world.

Companies like Clark have learned to build LEED buildings also help workers. For an extra 
these buildings with more efficient mechanical one to three per cent of the cost of the building 
and lighting systems. LEED has been so the owners get more productive workers who 
successful at ratcheting up energy efficiency that take fewer sick days.
the national model building code and some 
regional codes will require all buildings to be 25 
per cent more efficient — LEED is becoming the The actual nuts and bolts of certifying a LEED 
new normal. building aren’t the most fun. The points-based 
Lately we’re seeing more and more LEED system is a bit of a cross between doing your 
buildings adding solar energy to the mix. One taxes and filing a lawsuit. It takes time and 
recent project even went well beyond LEED all money to build the capacity to be able to do it, 
the way to net-zero. and not all companies have the resources. Munro 

said he would even pay more if they could get an  “LEED has probably done more for the building 
official LEED person on site to speed up the industry than [the development of] structural 
certification process.steel buildings in the 1860s. LEED has literally 

made leaps and bounds, because it's forcing Perhaps LEED's biggest drawback, however, is 
people, engineers, design, builders, owners to that it’s only a design tool and it doesn’t measure 
think differently,” says Munro. actual building performance after a building is 

certified.

But even with those caveats, when you do the 
Munro says owners build LEED for two reasons: math and look at the impact LEED has had on the 
ego and dollars. “A developer friend of mine had building industry, it's pretty clear LEED is a win 
said from his standpoint, it's purely money for the good guys. It has changed the building 
driven for him,” says Munro. “Our cost is $3 a industry for the better. They’re building more 
square foot to build a LEED building, but I can energy efficient buildings with greener materials 
charge you $5 a square foot more which is $2 in and sending less waste to landfills. 
my pocket. So, everybody wins in that situation. 

businessofgreen.ca 



By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

Community solar: 
Meet a small town solar energy Macgyver

t’s one thing for SolarShare to get $3 million worth of solar says Quinton.
projects going in Ontario under that provinces feed-in tariff Their recent 10-kilowatt solar project was funded by the green 
program but it’s quite another thing altogether to start a I reserve fund and with a little help from Bullfrog Power’s 
community solar program in small town Alberta with no Bullfrog Builds program.

government support.

And yet that’s exactly where some pretty amazing green energy 
Solar panels are cool but where Les Quinton earns his MacGyver innovation is occurring. Les Quinton, the head of parks and 
stripes is in energy efficiency. Quinton took us for a tour of the facilities and an unassuming man with an amazing handlebar 
Oilfields Regional Arena and revealed his secrets.mustache who can best be described as the MacGyver of 
“We have an outdoor refrigerated hockey rink and by using a community green energy.
weather station and having it shut off with the temperatures and I met Quinton at his office at the the Oilfields Regional Arena in 
at night it’s reduced the run time by about 1,200 hours a year. beautiful Black Diamond, Alberta nestled in the foothills of the 
That works out to about 30,000 kilowatts of power,” says Rocky Mountains just south of Calgary. As I walked in Quinton 
Quinton.was poring over spreadsheets on his computer with data from his 
The cheapest way to save energy is to simply not use it. Quinton various green energy and energy efficiency projects. He’s been at 
simply used a little bit of technology, a weather station, and used this since before green energy was cool.
it to shut off the ice plant when it’s cold or not needed.“We got involved with the Alberta Municipal Solar Showcase 
In the indoor rink Quinton added a low-e ceiling, which enabled back at the end of 2006…and we ended with 1.82 kilowatt solar 

him to raise the temperature of system.” This was before the 
the ice saving another 800 hours microgeneration regulation in 
of refrigeration. Low flow Alberta so it took six months 
toilets and showerheads save a of paperwork just to get this 
whopping 18,000 gallons of hot small solar system installed.
water from hockey players who Soon after this first foray into 
like to leave the showers on. solar energy the town of 2300 

New pipes, energy efficient pumps and better behavior helped people started putting up more projects.
workers save about 280,000 gallons of water in the Zamboni 

“We have a fair amount of solar, we have a little over 16 kilowatts water system. A simple timer ensured the heaters in the bleachers 
on the arena roof, and five kilowatts on the office roof and two were only on when needed. Add in LED lights and dozens of 
and a half kilowatts of wind,” smiles Quinton. other small innovations and Black Diamond has saved $75,000 
Today Black Diamond has a Sustainable Black Diamond and an amazing 615 megawatt hours of electricity from energy 
Advisory Committee and they even have their own residential efficiency projects.
solar program that has already helped half a dozen residents Quinton did it the right way. He didn’t go straight to the big, 
install solar systems, not with money, but mostly with good showy solar project. By taking out the low hanging fruit and 
advice. maximizing energy efficiency and energy conservation Quinton 

is getting the best bang for his buck with his solar modules. With 
his newly installed 10-kilowatt solar project he’s even projecting The secret sauce in Black Diamond is the green reserve fund that 
that he’ll be selling solar energy back to the grid this summer.is funded by the savings from Quinton’s energy efficiency and 

conservation initiatives and from the money saved by the green Those small wind turbines? Not the best performers, especially 
energy projects. With this fund in place Quinton manages to sock when compared to the solar. Community solar projects can be 
about $7,000 a year away each year for future green energy tricky, people generally like and support the idea but the devil is 
projects. in the details. With a local champion like Les Quinton minding 

those details it means a much more successful community solar “Our council backs all the projects. One of our councillors was 
project.one of the ones who came up with the idea of the green reserve,” 

Green energy MacGyver

Green reserve fund

Les Quinton 
has saved 
the town of 
Black 
Diamond a 
ton of 
money with 
energy 
conservation 
and green 
energy 
projects.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

Quinton did it the right way. 
He didn’t go straight to the big, 

showy solar project.
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Continued on page 9

Birds, bats 
and wind 
turbines
What does the science say when it comes 
to the impacts of wind turbines
on our flying friends?
By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

eing something of a naturalist myself, some of my most bats are somewhat invisible,” says Barclay.
memorable trips have involved seeing birds such as the According to Barclay’s research in southern Alberta, migrating 
endangered resplendent quetzal in Costa Rica or the B bats are much more likely than birds to be killed by wind 
beautiful rose-coloured grosbeak in Alberta. turbines.

So we wanted to find the facts behind the claims Barclay and his students were hired by wind 
you often hear about just how bad wind farms energy companies to study the effects of wind 
are for birds and wildlife in general. energy on these small mammals after 
This took us down a rabbit hole of research and discovering bodies of bats under the turbines. 
browser tabs that landed us in the workshop of Their findings on why wind turbines and bats 
John Bowman. He’s a university professor of don’t mix pointed to two things: The wind 
mathematics who lives in Edmonton, Alberta. turbine blades move too fast for the bats' 
Thanks to a school science project, Bowman echolocation to help them "see" them, and the 
and his son wound up developing a very cool low pressure area created behind the tips of the 
wildlife observation tool — the Batseeker. It blades damages the bats' lungs and vascular 
can hear the echolocation clicks that bats make systems.
and it turns them into sounds that humans can It was Barclay’s recommendations that led to 
hear. mitigation efforts. By turning off the turbines 
It isn’t until you fire up one of these devices when the winds were low during the bats 
after dusk on a summer’s night that you realize migratory period in the late summer and early 
just how many bats are out there — even in a big fall, mortality rates were reduced by 50 per 
city. cent.

Robert Barclay is a biology professor at the “And when TransAlta looked at the change in 
University of Calgary who has studied bats his revenue, it was, in their eyes, relatively minor. 
entire professional career. He’s a fan of devices So they've adopted that operational mitigation, 
like the Batseeker. as we call it, a change in how they operate their 

turbines to their fleet across the country. And they're one of the “You don't see the bats, but as soon as you turn the microphone 
biggest wind energy operators in Canada,” says Barclay.on, you can hear them clicking away their echolocation calls. 

And it brings home that there are lots of them around even in These mitigation techniques are not ubiquitous across the wind 
urban areas. And they are doing their part for the ecosystems that industry but groups like the Bats and Wind Energy Cooperative 
they're in. Birds are easy to see, big mammals are easy to see, but are working on this issue.

Robert Barclay is a professor 
from the University of Calgary 

who has studied bats his entire 
professional career

The silver haired bat is one of three migratory bat species in Alberta. 

Photo courtesy of EOL Learning and Education
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Wind turbines can be hard on migrating bats; more study needs to be done effective mitigation tactic. And on the operations side, there 
to understand bat populations and behavior and how to reduce mortality.  are periodic shutdowns or deliberate slowing during specific 

times of the year when birds are in the air.  

But it’s all a balance. Despite what turbines do to bats, Barclay A 2013 study led by Environment Canada and published in the Aviation 
still calls himself a fan of wind and renewable energy.Conservation and Ecology Journal found that in Canada there were 

270,000,000 bird deaths a year from human activity — 23,300 of those “I like to tell my conservation biology class, it doesn't matter 
caused by wind turbines. That means 0.009 per cent of all bird deaths how we get our energy, there are environmental impacts. What 
caused by humans in Canada were a result of wind turbines. our goal has to be is two-pronged — reduce our energy 

consumption, and find ways to mitigate or reduce the Domestic house cats kill 200,000,000 birds a year. Your adorable little 
environmental impacts of however we get our energy,” says Barclay.kitty is actually a bird-killing machine. And when you combine house cats 

with deaths from hitting power lines, tall buildings and vehicles you And if scientists like Barclay can help us reduce the impacts on wildlife, 
account for 95 per cent of all human-related bird deaths in Canada. wind power can help us fend off one of the greatest threat of all to birds: 

climate change.But birds matter, and wind industry representatives like Tyler Jans, the 
lead regulatory guy at BluEarth Renewables, employ a number of A report compiled by the WWF found that bird extinction rates could be as 
strategies to reduce bird impacts when developing wind projects. high as 38 per cent in Europe and 72 per cent in north-eastern Australia, if 

global warming exceeds 2ºC.  Wind energy is not a climate change “Keeping turbines off of ridge tops, upwind of side slopes, away from 
panacea but it can dramatically reduce carbon emissions — an important pronounced valleys, obviously, it's to minimize raptor fatalities. They use 
step in combating climate change.the wind currents created by those features to fly and hunt,” says Jans.

Keeping wind turbines off the migratory routes of birds and bats is another 

Bird effects

Continued from page 8
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ear the heart of downtown Edmonton, a “There's no reason to knock them down, creating a whole bunch of 
new development project is raising the bar debris to haul to the landfill.”
and will set the new standard for future At roughly 60 years of age, the Hazeldean subdivision in 
developments in the city. Edmonton was built just south of the centre of the city, after World 
Christenson Developments has chosen the War Two.
Southwoods region of Hazeldean to pilot a The first phase will relocate 12 townhouse units within the 
new sustainable village concept. Southwoods Village, which will add a few benefits just by moving 
Located next to walking trails, parks and the units.
schools, Southwoods was the perfect pre- The first will be a more efficient use of space.
existing community for Christenson By clustering town homes in pockets, wider spaces of land will 
Developments to revitalize and modern- open up for apartment and condominium style housing as well as a 
ize. combination of independent and assisted living seniors care 
Combining new technology with current facilities.

infrastructure, Christenson Developments The second benefit will be for the employees 
has planned an energy-conscious project of the senior's facilities, who will have 
right from start through to finish. reduced walking distances and travel time, to 
The pillars, upon which this project will be and from work, as well as rent incentives.
built, will be the revival of the population The 60-year-old neighbourhood will 
demographics, reusing existing buildings essentially gain another 60 years to its 
and infrastructure, as well as new environ- lifespan.
mentally friendly technology and energy- Christenson said that Hazeldean is a typical 
independence. mature neighbourhood, where populations 
For Greg Christenson, owner of Christenson tend to decline after the 35th or 40th year.
Developments, it's about creating an “The families and kids grow up and move 
inclusive, diverse, and healthy community. away,” he said. “Many of the residents in the 
“We're trying to build a little village in single-family homes are still the original 
Hazeldean,” said Christenson. “The whole neighbourhood is in a residents from 60 years ago, which puts their age in the mid-to-late 
healthy upswing.” 80's and even early 90's.”
The first phase of the project will begin with the relocation and Christenson Development's goal to revitalize the community aims 
renovation of townhouses. to keep the elderly population in place, while attracting younger 
Rather than tearing the original buildings down and building new families with children into the community.
townhouses from scratch, Christenson noticed the buildings were “The word we use is inclusive community, which means a mixture 
well built and designed, he decided they would still fit the needs of of incomes and age profiles,” Christenson said. “Both the target 
the targeted modern family. audiences, seniors and families looking for affordable living are 
“Our business model was rather than knock down any of the very sensitive to incremental cost increases.”
townhouses, we would relocated them within the site,” he said. 

N
Southwoods Village 

Continued on page 11
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By increasing the population as well as the density, the impact will be stored using the geo-thermal sites.
improve the social quality of live for everyone. Typically geo-thermal has only been thought of as a source of heat, 
Looming over the whole project is the ever-growing demand for however Christenson Development's plan for geo-thermal goes far 
energy by consumers. beyond that.

To conquer this, Christenson Developments has developed a multi- Using heat pumps and two bore-fields, geo-thermal bore holes are 
pronged strategy that will marry different technologies in a being used as a giant storage facility, which will be able to maintain 
completely innovative way. and store any desired temperature for later use.

Starting with natural gas co-generation plants and combining them “Combining the two hasn't been done before,” McFarlane said. “It's 
with geo-thermal technology, the Southwoods Village will reduce really taking the geo-thermal technology from a passive state, 
its initial energy dependence on the grid by nearly 1-megawatt. making it into an active storage system.”

Bruce McFarlane, Christenson Developments, said the goal is to Christenson said the technology would replace the existing gas 
create dependent and affordable energy for furnaces in the townhouses. Some of which, 
the target audiences, which are on both might be decades old. 
limited and fixed-incomes Using these heat pumps, this storage 
“They'll just have a fixed monthly cost that technology will be used to heat, as well as 
they'll be paying,” McFarlane said. “We'll cool homes and apartments in Southwoods 
review that cost so they wouldn't have utility Village. When the system doesn't need to 
bills coming from anywhere else other than store heat, water pipes can inject cold water 
the company that will be running it, which into the earth for later use as well.
will be called Southwoods Sustainability McFarlane added that in ideal conditions, 
Inc.” Southwoods Village would be completely 
The project has received approval and enthusiasm from the City of independent from the grid down the road.
Edmonton, and the combined use of co-generation plants as well as By employing a strategy to revitalize the population, by reducing 
geo-thermal bore fields, has attracted the provincial and federal the cost of building and waste of materials, as well as the using co-
governments. generation combined with geo-thermal, Christenson said 
Some funding is being provided by the federal government, of Southwoods Village satisfies the pillars of development. 
which some is provided by the Market Development Incentive “The three pillars of sustainable development are: social, economic 
Payment (MDIP) fund from the Province of Alberta. and environmental,” he said. “Southwoods is a model that actually 
On its own, a co-generation isn't very efficient, losing up to 40 per looks at all three.”
cent of its energy as heat. Knowing this, Christenson Developments The project is already under redevelopment and 
has planned to use the heat for multiple uses, thereby reducing the Christenson Developments is currently leasing 
loss of energy.  the new suites in the seniors building.
To achieve this, the project will be using the co-generation plant's 
heat will be used as boilers to heat water, and any unused heat will 
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“The three pillars of sustainable 
development are: social, economic 

and environmental,” 

“Southwoods is a model that 
actually looks at all three.”

- GREG CHRISTENSON

Continued from page 10

For more information visit: CDLhomes.com 
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Judith Sayers, 

By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

First Nations run-of-river hydro trailblazer

Continued on page 13

udith Sayers is a former chief, a negotiator and a leader in through setting the standards of how we operate, we also manage 
helping First Nations get involved in the renewable energy our territory, the land, the water, and that was one of the great 
business. benefits of doing this. And so we get to make the decisions.” J

They got to choose where to put the project, a key part in Her traditional name is Kekinusuqs (pronounced ke kay ana 
mitigating environmental damage. Due to impassable falls there suks) and she is a member of the Hupacasath (pronounced who 
was no salmon run in China Creek, and care was taken to improve pa cha sut) First Nation in the Greater Alberni Valley on the west 
the health and numbers of the local Dolly Varden trout popula-coast of Vancouver Island.
tion. They also ensured there no sacred sites were affected. The 

Trained as a lawyer in Alberta, she eventually made her way back 
project produced two full-time jobs.

to the Hupacasth First Nation where she served as chief for 14 
The Hupacasath gave the town of Port Alberni a five per cent years, as well as chief negotiator. In the ‘90s, plans for a large 

stake in the business, which natural gas facility in Port 
deepened their relationship with Alberni were turned away due 
the town.to concern about emissions. 

“As a nation, we asked “That was just the start of lots of 
ourselves, ‘Well, how can we things and we're doing lots of 
be a part of the solution so that new ventures now with the First 
we aren't creating greenhouse Nations in this area. We have ten 
gas emissions?'” says Sayers. First Nations on the West Coast 

of Vancouver Island. Port Alberni After evaluating several forms 
is the headquarters for most of the of renewable energy and the 
First Nations, and there's lots of natural resources in their 
joint ventures going out, so that territory, run-of-river hydro 
was the first,” says Ken McRae, made the most sense. They 
the former mayor of Port Alberni.evaluated 10 sites on rivers, 

creeks and streams in their Imitation is the sincerest form of 
traditional territory and settled flattery, and today 125 of the 203 
on China Creek. Run-of-river First Nations in B.C. are involved 
i s  a  r e l a t i ve ly  s imp le  in renewable energy projects. 
technology. You divert a part Not all involve ownership, and a 
of creek that has a big variety of renewable energy 
elevation change into a pipe. technologies are being deployed 
You run that pipe downhill to a powerhouse where you spin a including solar, wind and biomass. “Some First Nations are 
turbine with the force of the water and generate electricity. building their second and third projects,” says Sayers.

The Hupucasath First Nation with Sayers as their chief built a Now not all run-of-river projects are amazing. Some can have 
6.5-megawatt run-of-river hydro project that produces more than real, negative environmental impacts — particularly on fish 
enough electricity for the 6,000 homes in Port Alberni. They populations. But having First Nations and other local groups own 
created the Upnit Power Corporation and retained a 72.5 per cent these projects creates pressure to build good projects and avoid 
controlling interest; their partners are Synex Energy Resources unnecessary environmental impacts.
Ltd. (12.5 per cent), Ucluelet First Nation (10 per cent) and Port The China Creek project is now ten years old. Sayers has moved 
Alberni (five per cent). on from being chief to joining the board of Clean Energy BC as 
“We believe in the right of self-determination,” says Sayers. “We well as teaching and consulting. 
own 72.5 per cent of this project. We get to set the standards. And 

The China Creek run-of-river project is owned by the Hupacasath First 
Nation and produces 6.5 megawatts of electric at peak, enough for 

6,000 homes in Port Alberni, BC.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Bert 
Casavant 
and Steve 
Tatoosh 
stand on 
the 
penstock of 
the China 
Creek run-
of-river 
project 
owned by 
the 
Hupacasath 
First Nation 
in Port 
Alberni, BC.

Continued from page 12

Current Chief Steve Tatoosh says, “It's a great success story for the financial management, we've been able to put money on the debt every 
Hupacasath. I mean, there's a lot of risks involved in these types of year,” says Tatoosh.
projects but with good financial management and due diligence, I think But it’s not a sure thing. Run-of-river is weather dependent: you need a 
we'll overcome that.” good snowpack and lots of rain to make money. When we spoke to Sayers 
Some years are better than others, but the $14 million project is about at the edge of China Creek, it was pouring down.
halfway paid off and they’ve had more good years than bad — about seven “It's a good day. When our members complain about rain I always say: 
out of ten have been good, according to Tatoosh. ‘Well, we're making money,’” says Sayers with a laugh.
“Year to year, you can make up towards a million dollars and with good 

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Continued on page 15

Getting high school kids 
amped about wind power

he main room of Edmonton’s city hall is full of nervous 
energy as over 30 keen and green high school students 
eye up the competition, each team with their own two-T
foot tall wind turbine nearby. They’re participating in the 

KidWind Challenge and it’s a fun way to get students excited and 
involved with renewable energy.

Over 5,000 kids since 2009 from all over North America have 
participated in the KidWind Challenge designing and building 
micro wind turbines, testing them out in a wind tunnel and 
competing for prizes.

Colin Pishke is the project coordinator for the KidWind Challege 
and the wind energy community liaison with Lethbridge College 
a school with a wind turbine technician training program. He’s 
run three of these events in Alberta now and each time it gets 
bigger and better.

“We’re trying to inspire the next generation of sustainable 
Team Wind SLISE made up of Malek Hatamleh and Akeel Khan citizens and I think this is just one way that we’re able to 
from Queen Elizabeth High School did their research and then accomplish that,” says Pishke.
made a two-blade wind turbine out of balsa wood and added in a 

Pishke says wind energy is exploding. In the early 2000s there sophisticated gear system to enhance energy production.
was around 170 megawatts of wind. Now Canada is set to pass 

“We had to learn the concept of how the wind turbine actually 8,000 megawatts of installed wind energy capacity this summer.
works, says Hatamleh.  “You don’t realize how much effort and 

“So we’re seeing exponential growth and we need people to help how much design has to go into the blades themselves, the angle, 
build them, we need people to help maintain them. So it’s going the shape and all that stuff and especially the gear box that we had 
very well both for our training and for the industry as a whole,” to build from scratch using our own gears and that took a lot of 
says Pishke. time and a lot of effort to increase the output.”

Hantamleh and Khan weren’t happy with their energy produc-
tion after the first test in the wind tunnel so after discussing 

As Queen Elizabeth High student Akeel Kahn explains the weight issues, surface area and angle of the blades they added a 
KidWind challenge was a chance to go beyond the theory in his couple of extra blades and reduced the angle of the blades.
textbooks: “Application and execution were new to me. It 

Rapid innovation is all part of the learning experience.brought in the idea of how to put what we come up with in our 
Meanwhile Team Tornado, Stephanie Reimer, Ceara Kelly, Neha heads into the real world, execute something and design it in real 
Raina and Dhari Goswami, four young ladies from Hairy Ainlay life, we had to overcome several barriers.”
High School opted for a different strategy.Starting a small generator that came with their entrance fee the 
When asked where their design came from Neha Raina had a KidWind Challenge teams must research, design and build a 
good answer: “The Google thingy. It’s all in the Google thingy. two-foot wind turbine. They’re judged on electricity production, 
But you research a lot and the KidWind site too, it really helped.”design, documentation and wind energy knowledge.
Their extensive research and thorough testing produced a light, Seven teams from three high schools competed in the Edmonton 
cardboard model wind turbine with perfectly shaped and angled KidWind Challenge. Each team gets two 60-second tests in the 
blades.wind tunnel.

Real world learning

KidWind Challenge: 

Akeel Kahn and Malek Hatamleh with their balsa wood 
wind turbine, the second place design at the KidWind 

Challenge in Edmonton.
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Continued from page 14

When Team Tornado put their 2-foot wind turbine in the wind tunnel it went like crazy 
producing 392 milliwatts of electricity.

What was the secret? “I think the size, shape, number of blades and material really 
helped. We put four things together that really puzzled it out,” said Neha Raina.

The Tornadoes not only generated the most electricity in the wind tunnel tests but they 
also ended up winning the KidWind Challenge. Second place went to Team Wind 
SLISE.

But regardless of winners and losers, building a wind turbine from scratch is, by the 
student’s own assessment a great learning experience. When you take that two-foot 
wind turbine and scale it up to 80 meters you can just imagine the engineering and 
design tradeoffs you would have to make.

“We had to improvise a lot, we had to change our game plan so many times to get it to 
where we are today but overall it was a pretty good experience and I would be happy to 
do it again,” says Hatamleh.

Background

The International Wind Energy Academy 
hosts an annual event called the KidWind 

Challenge. As part of this challenge we 
have students in grades 9-12 design, build, 

and test their own 2 foot wind turbines in 
our fabricated wind tunnel. The event is free 

for participants and we provide certain 
materials while leaving the majority of the 

design and construction up to the students. 
The goal of this event is to get students 

excited to learn about science, engineering 
and renewable energy at a               

manageable scale.

Why:

To allow grade 9-12 Edmonton area 
students a chance to build and test hand-

crafted wind turbines to see who can 
produce the greatest amount of electricity. 

(Keep in mind that the final score has many 
contributing factors besides electricity 

generation.

Part of team's score is based on certain 
questions and criteria which is in the hands 

of the judges. We need industry 
involvement to act as judges to speak with 

the students as part of this. We also provide 
prizes related to science, engineering and 

renewable energy to participants.

Team SLISE 
from Queen 
Elizabeth High 
School in 
Edmonton 
testing their 
wind turbine in 
the KidWind 
Challenge at 
Edmonton 
City Hall

QUICK FACTS

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Becky McCaffrey, MBA

ABOUT US

•
•
•

•
•

•

We are an Alberta-based company that has 
been operating since 2003. All our consultants 
are highly skilled and ‘intrinsically motivated’ to:

 Work towards meaningful goals and excellence
 Stimulate creativity and innovation
 Interpret real life experience to create practical 

  solutions 
 Embrace continuous improvement
 Work collaboratively with and respect the 

  direction of our clients
 Ensure our clients reach their full potential

SERVICES

•
•
•
•
•
•

We continue to enhance the depth and breadth of 
our expertise, broaden our services, and expand 
our consulting capabilities to deliver first-rate 
results, positive outcomes and cost-effective 
solutions. 

Areas of expertise include:
 Strategic Management and Planning
 Organizational Development
 Process Improvement
 Information Management
 Technology Management
 Business Management

780-886-7922  |  www.imci.co
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The $750 billion dollar 
opportunity in industrial 
and commercial energy efficiency
By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

ut your hand on the radiator in our office’s companies deploy are more like genius meters. They each have a 
parkade stairwells and you’re liable to get mix of proprietary hardware and software that allows them to 
burned, whether it’s January or July. generate and analyze data on energy at a very granular level. But 

it’s not just big data; there’s a heaping spoonful of common sense It’s energy waste and it lines up with the U.S. 
added to the mix as well.Department of Energy estimates that an average 

of 30 per cent of the energy that is paid for is “They had one of those Star Trek doors that opens when people 
wasted. High peak demand, inefficient lights, get close to it,” says David Gray, the CEO of Aim Energy Pros 
wrong-sized motors and a whole host of other about one of his clients. “We set up a camera to see how often it 

energy wasting systems makes energy efficiency in the commer- was being triggered and found that it was running 50 to 60 times 
cial and industrial sectors a $750 billion dollar opportunity. an hour just with people going by to the washroom. And so, 

there's this thing, just opening up and letting heat out at 30 below, This is not news. Energy consultants have been helping 
when really, the best solution would be just a set of doors that companies reduce operator error, identifying energy wasting 
people open when they want to go in and out.”systems and proposing energy 

efficient retrofits for a while Paul Mertes, the CEO of 
now. But what is new is the Circuit Meter has had similar 
next generation of energy experiences. “It never fails to 
efficiency companies who are happen that when a client puts 
using super smart meters and in one of these systems that 
big data to identify, measure they find things that they 
and wrestle energy sucking weren’t expecting. It’s really a 
systems into submission. case of you don’t know what 

you don’t know or the other 
one, you can’t manage what you can’t measure.”

We found two startups that are bringing this new approach to Mertes found an underground snow melt system that was turned 
energy efficiency to bear. Aim Energy Pros is based in Edmonton, on in July, emergency exit stairwells that were being heated in 
Alberta, and they've developed their own metering system that May and air-conditioning systems running in January, February 
combines super-high-resolution data on energy use, circuit by and March.
circuit, with their own analytics suite. Circuit Meter out of 

The low-hanging fruit is still upgrading your lighting to LEDs, 
Toronto sells and installs permanent high resolution monitoring 

but these new high tech energy detectives collect super nerdy 
in commercial and industrial operations as well as an online 

energy use data like voltage, current, power factor, peak demand 
dashboard and monitoring system that helps find energy waste.

and real and apparent power.
You may have heard of smart meters. The meters that these 

Big data and common sense

P
David Gray is the CEO of Aim Energy 

Pros. He stands next to his company's 
proprietary smart meter.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

Continued on page 17

- DAVID GRAY

Industrial and commercial 
energy users can save up 

to 30 per cent on their electricity costs 
by lowering their peak demand. 
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Smooth out your peak demand and save

Industrial and commercial energy users can save up to 30 per cent on “Unless you have a problem 
their electricity costs by lowering their peak demand. In many with productivity or comfort 
jurisdictions there is a charge associated with the biggest spike on you don’t really have a clue 
your electricity bill, and that charge sticks with you for the entire how or where to look to find your savings. What this (energy 
year. monitoring) does is shine a light on all of the uses, it allows you to 

investigate everything and compare it against standards. From there Gray discovered that one industrial customer hit peak demand right 
you can go into a mode of active management so it makes your after lunch when all equipment was turned on at the same time. By 
energy visible,” says Mertes.simply staggering start-up times, they were able to reduce the 

client’s peak demand charge and save $36,000 a year. The fixes and upgrades that Circuit Meter and Aim Energy Pros 
recommend come with fast paybacks and high internal returns on This kind of high-resolution monitoring also helps customers solve 
investment. And while the business models and the details of these power factor (the ratio of power being used to power wasted) 
two companies differ, scaling up industrial and commercial energy problems, a common complaint for commercial and industrial 
efficiency will be key to a operations with lots of motors.
lower carbon future. Saving 

Companies work very hard to reduce inputs costs, save on shipping energy, saving money and 
and keep a handle on labour costs, but no one should overlook to saving carbon is just good 
opportunity to save up to 30 per cent on their energy costs. business sense. 

Paul Mertes is the CEO of 
Circuit Meter. 

Photo courtesy of Circuit Meter.
Continued from page 16
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The greenest 
little campus 
in Canada
By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

St. 
Mary's 
church in 
Church 
Point, 
Nova 
Scotia is 
the tallest 
wooden 
church in 
North 
America.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

Continued on page 19
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hurch Point is a little known dot on the map in rural all of the solar thermal collectors, 118 of them to be precise, 
southern Nova Scotia isn’t exactly a tourist hotspot. I spread out over the campus, some mounted on building roofs, 
mean it is incredibly beautiful, it’s on the Evangeline trail others on the ground. C
and it is home to the tallest wooden church in North However, the biggest help in slashing the university’s heating 

America, but it’s not exactly Rome or Paris. costs and dependence on shipped-in heating oil was a new 
But for sustainability nerds it’s an unexpected haven. It’s home to biomass boiler. Located in a non-descript shed like building with 
St. Anne University, or Université Sainte-Anne  as it’s called in a “systeme de combustion de biomass” sign on it, provides the 
French and it may be the greenest little university in Canada. It’s majority of the heating for the campus with a backup heating oil 
a small campus, home to about 300 students and it’s also the only boiler still needed for the winter months.
fully Francophone campus in Nova Scotia. It burns between 300 and 330 tons of wood chips a month. You 
While the campus has been green since 2010 the combine the solar thermal hot water systems with the biomass 
process started back in 2003 when the school was boiler Université Sainte-Anne ended saving 50 per cent on their 
working on a fundraising campaign with some fuzzy heating bill. Between 2008 and 2010 they burned 71 per cent 
thoughts about reducing their electricity costs with a wind less fuel oil and 29 per cent less propane. Today they spend 
turbine and getting Church Point involved in green $100,000 on wood chips, and $100,000 on heating oil 
energy projects. a year and they have plans to replace their backup 

oil-fired boiler with a biomass one in the future. As part of their municipal district they visited 
That’s half of the $400,000 they used to spend on Gussing, Austria. Like Church Point it had had some 
fuel oil.economic troubles and wasn’t located in a very 

resource rich area. The town of Gussing developed a Finally they erected a small 50 kilowatt wind 
model to use local renewable resources to supply its turbine which saves them around $15,000 a 
energy needs and actually became a net exporter of year in electricity costs. They’ve put up another 
energy. Today Gussing produces more heat and 50 kilowatt turbine under Nova Scotia’s 
electricity than it needs and also produces 8,000 tonnes COMFIT program but are waiting to connect it 
of bio-diesel a year. to the grid. That system cost $300,000 and will 

generate $50,000 a year.With that example in mind they produced a plan which 
included and inspired St. Anne University to take on what “I spent some nights wondering how we were going 
they call their Green Commitment. to achieve this in the end,” says Surettte. The two biggest 

worries were the capital cost which were handled via a raft 
of grants and programs. Whoever was writing grants for 

It’s a bit over 3 hours by car to get to the campus from Université Sainte-Anne at the time certainly earned their keep.
Halifax but the drive is one of the prettiest in the country 

All of these projects (minus the second turbine) cost $2.5 million especially in the autumn. We toured around the campus in the 
and they were all paid for via a raft of various grants and company of Allister Surette, the president of the university. It’s a 
government programs. You add all of these projects up and it small, homey little community they have here, all short, low-
means that Université Sainte-Anne saves $200,000 a year. That’s slung buildings right on St. Mary’s Bay on the western tip of 
an extra $200,000 a year that this small Francophone campus has Nova Scotia.
in its budget to provide a better education for its students.

Take a closer look at the buildings though and you start to notice 

GREEN COMMITMENT

 We’ve been 
taking on a 
lot  of new 
projects,
 it’s very 

  exciting.”
- CHRIS 

McDANIEL
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COMMUNITY AND 
STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT

population. I believe it 
br ings s tudents  in .  
Students usually come 
here to study french but if 

The other thing that kept Surette up they’re interested in the 
at night was getting access to a environment as well this 
steady supply of wood chips for the will bring them on board,”  says 
biomass boiler. Finding 300 tons of McDaniel. "
wood chips a month was a logistical 

“There’s a great pride amongst the and economic challenge to making 
students in regards to our green this plan work.
projects on campus. When I started 

“There was no local supplier of here there was a small committee 
wood chips and to transport wood chips from as far away as Halifax you're and now its developed and its grown. We have lots of interest, we have 
sort of defeating the purpose because of the trucking,” says Surette. record numbers in our environmental group. We’ve been taking on a lot of 
The municipal district helped out with storage capacity and a former pig new projects, it’s very exciting.”
farmer turned biomass entrepreneur had the trucks and contacts in the area Attracting, high-quality engaged students might not have been why 
needed to supply the university. He bought the chipper on his own dime Université Sainte-Anne went down this road but it sure is a nice ancillary 
and now the university is running its own little green jobs program in its benefit.
own community. The best part? He’s only seven kilometers away from the 

It’s a small example but it’s always a pleasure to see it when a community university.
gets the importance of green energy, comes up with a plan and executes it 

The ashes are also used as a soil conditioner by nearby farmers. well.
The students have noticed this green commitment as well and have taken “We achieved all our objectives; reduced greenhouse gases, reduced our 
notice. Chris McDaniel is a bright, young ambitious student who wants to energy costs by a half and more than that the money is staying in the 
be a teacher. He’s also the vice-president of communications with the community,” says Surette.
student’s union.

It’s win-win-win for Université Sainte-Anne, now it’s time for other 
“Being a green university, having a green campus makes this place university campuses around the country to follow their lead.
sustainable for the future. It also plays a role in regards to our student 

Continued from page 18

The biomass 
boiler at 
Université 
Sainte-Anne 
burns around 
300 tons of 
local 
biomass a 
month.
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Join us and contribute to developing the wood waste recycling industry!
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he gap from net-zero house to large scale net-zero fixtures as they could. Instead the workers get copious amounts 
commercial building has now been bridged. When we did of natural light and use task lighting when necessary.
our four-part Chasing Net-Zero series last summer we T
came across a story that we knew we had to cover. The 

Making the jump from a net-zero home to a net-zero commercial Mosaic Centre for Conscious Community and Commerce was 
building requires a lot of work. There is much more energy going to be the first commercial net-zero office building in 
demand per square metre in a bigger, commercial building. The Canada, but since the building was still under construction we 
owners put together a team led by Vedran Skopac of Manasc had to wait to spotlight it.
Isaac Architects that used lean processes and integrated project 

Well, now the desks are set up, the systems are turned on and the 
delivery to build this first-of-its-kind building.

mayor of Edmonton even showed up to bolt on the last solar 
Integrated project delivery or IPD isn’t the sexiest thing to write module in a well-attended media event. Canada now has its first 

about, but it’s just as important to net-zero commercial office building. 
getting the building to net-zero as the What was once just a dream of co-
213 kilowatts of solar panels that are owners Dennis Cuku and Christy 
on the roof and façade of the building.Benoit has become reality.

Typically tradespeople focus only on “We said it was going to be beautiful. 
their job in the construction of a Check. Sustainable. Check. And 
building. They show up, do their job affordable. Check,” says Benoit.
and leave it to the next crew to finish 

This 30,000 square foot building cost 
their part. With IPD the people who 

$10.5 million dollars. It’s three months ahead of schedule and 
are building the building share the rewards. They meet early and 

five per cent under budget. It’s bright and roomy with beautiful 
often and are given collaborative incentives in order to make sure 

exposed wood beams, feature stairs and a three-storey living wall 
everyone works together. In the Mosaic Centre’s case they 

in the foyer. It has large south facing windows, thermally 
wanted to reduce energy and thermal demand as much as 

massive concrete floors and as low an electricity load as they 
possible in order to get to net-zero.

could get away with.

They reduced that load by getting rid of as many overhead light 

MORE THAN JUST SOLAR PANELS

“We said it was going to be beautiful. 

 Sustainable. Check.

 And affordable. Check,”

 

Continued on page 21

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

A straight-on view of the Mosaic Centre. It’s a 30,000 square foot commercial 
net-zero building, the first of its kind in Canada. It is located in south Edmonton.

Welcome to the Mosaic Centre: 
Canada's biggest net-zero building
By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney 08.2015
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This close collaboration helps eliminate a lot of the wasted time and able. That's the reality. But for us to be able to inspire others to want to try 
materials that happens on a typical build. As a result there were zero to go out and do something similar we knew that it needed to make sense 
change orders during the project, an almost unheard of event in a modern financially,” says Benoit.
construction project. And the Cuku/Benoit team seem to have found that balance. This is not a 

science project or a charity case — it’s an investment. The building is 
home to their family of companies but they are also looking for tenants — The heating and cooling system is fully electric; it’s a geoexchange or 
there are plans for a daycare, a fitness centre and a kind of co-working ground source heat pump system. They turned their parking lot on the 
space.north side of the building into a geothermal field with 32 boreholes going 

70 metres deep. The building is going for LEED platinum certification and a Living 
Building Challenge petal certification as well. The Living Building With all of the south-facing glass and concrete floors, the building actually 
Challenge is an extremely rigorous third-party sustainability certification.has a much larger cooling load than you would imagine for an office 

building in Edmonton. The building actually has to run its cooling system “So, sustainable and beautiful can co-exist. When you put affordability in 
in February when it’s minus 10 outside if the sun is shining brightly. there that's where the real challenge occurs. But this is, I think, a living 

example of how the three can co-exist,” says Benoit.Unusually for a commercial building, the windows can be opened. These 
help regulate the temperature in the summer and gives workers a measure They want to inspire other builders to follow in their footsteps and to make 
of control over their environment. As Skopac noted when he was giving us their commercial buildings closer to net-zero. To that end the engineering 
the tour, fresh air is good for humans. and research reports on the building have been made available. If you’re a 

builder and you want to make sure your next commercial building is closer 
to net-zero, the recipe is out there. 

“You can throw money at something and make it beautiful and sustain-

NET-ZERO HEATING AND COOLING

OWNER’S VISION: Beautiful, sustainable and affordable

Continued from page 20

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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www.greatcanadiansolar.com

13311 - 126 Ave., NW

Edmonton, AB T5L 3C9

Tel: 780.455.7277

info@greatcanadiansolar.com

Commercial & Residential Solar Systems
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By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney 

Beyond manufactured homes: 

Reza 
Nasseri 
CEO of 
Landmark 
Homes in 
their 
manufactur-
ing plant in 
Edmonton – 
they build 
energy 
efficient 
homes in 
their house 
factory in 
Edmonton.

How robots and innovation are making 
the home building process more efficient
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t wasn’t very long ago that the whole idea of a net-zero home Landmark’s plant is located in south Edmonton and it produces 
seemed exotic, futuristic and oh yes, expensive. Well, they two homes a day with a host of robotic equipment, skilled 
don’t have to be. workers and pleasant, predictable weather. By building in a plant I

they don’t have to heat the job site in winter for tradespeople. The 
By 2015, the Landmark Group of Builders says all of its new 

cost to heat that half-done house in the winter can be between 
homes will be net-zero ready. Already Landmark homes have an 

$5000 to $7000 per house. By building the major components in 
EnerGuide rating of 82 to 84 and if things go as planned 

their factory the time needed to to build a building comes way 
Landmark will make its average home EnerGuide 88 to 89 by 

down as does the cost to heat it, from $1000 to $1500.
2015. A home rated this high is so air tight and energy efficient 

As Nasseri explains the old way of building homes is akin to that it requires only a small amount of energy production to make 
dropping several semi-trailers full of car parts in your driveway it net-zero.
and then hiring a mechanic to put it together.

A few weeks ago I toured the Landmark Building Solutions 
In the plant a worker grabs an arm-facility in Edmonton. That’s really 
like machine that easily picks up a fancy name for house factory – 
heavy sheets of plywood and in it’s a spotless, robot-filled 
seconds places them on the squared-showpiece to energy conservation 
up wall while the second worker and I was more than impressed 
tacks them in place. A robot then with the company’s attention to 
spends about five to ten minutes detail and high building standards.
travelling up and down the wall 

CEO Reza Nasseri is an engineer 
trimming here and there and nailing 

with a penchant for pushing the 
as it goes, never missing a stud.

limits. He got the inspiration for 
These are not the manufactured homes that are shipped in on the developing this way of building homes while touring Germany 
back of a tractor trailer. 20 years ago. Since then Nasseri has built one of the most 

modern, automated home manufacturing plants in North Landmark manufactures the parts of a home – the walls, stairs, 
America and in the process he has reduced the cost and energy roofs and windows and assembles them on-site.  
intensity of building a home. “We have no design restrictions. We can build the most complex 
Landmark is not shy about calling their homes Alberta’s highest house because we don’t build a house - we build components. A 
rated sustainably built homes, but that’s not their secret to machine builds a wall and a wall is a wall whether it’s a custom 
building and selling 778 homes in Alberta last year. $10 million house or a moderate house,” says Nasseri.

Being a somewhat handy guy and having built two 1,000-square 
foot cottages with an old fashioned hammer and nails, I was Landmark has also achieved construction efficiencies and 
blown away by the attention to detail and standards employed in energy savings by building the major components of his homes 
the plant.in a manufacturing plant instead of on-site.

BUILT INDOORS

“We have no design restrictions. 
We can build the most complex 
house because we don’t build a
 house - we build components.

- REZA NASSERI 

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Continued from page 22

Curt Beyer VP 
Manufacturing at 
Landmark 
Homes says 
their 
manufacturing 
approach to 
building homes 
is 20 per cent 
more efficient in 
terms of waste 
compared to 
typical house 
building 
practices. 

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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ENERGY NIRVANA

MONEY FOR NOTHING, ENERGY CONSERVATION FOR 
FREE?

SUSTAINABLE, REALLY?

The standard energy features of a Landmark home are 
enough to make any energy efficiency nerd drool.

Spray-foam insulation seals every little nook and 
cranny and is R 6.5 per inch to boot. The average wall is 
insulated to R-22 to R-24. A 96 per cent efficient 
furnace is standard. On-demand hot water heaters only 

and lives.heat water when it’s needed. Triple-paned windows, 
programmable thermostats, compact fluorescent light bulbs, an energy Not your typical CEO.
efficient heat recovery ventilation system and even drain water heat 
recovery is in every home.

Of course there are also low-flow showerheads, low flush toilets and a 
So how much does it cost the buyer to get all of those fancy energy 

host of other minor, but important features as well.
efficient features in their new home? “Well, lucky for you nothing. So far 

A new solar division at Landmark is already adding the potential of energy we have not been charging for that, but we have been able to bring the 
production to their energy efficient homes – the final ingredient needed to costs down,” says Nasseri. “The majority of people are still concerned 
make a net-zero home. about the granite counters and hardwood floor – which we give them of 

course.”

Part of the genius with Landmark Homes is they don’t sell you all of those I am not sure if you noticed, but if we are to believe the hype these days 
super energy saving features, they just include them as standard equip-everything is “sustainable” from bottled water to “clean coal.”  
ment in their homes.Asked why Landmark puts such an emphasis on energy conservation and 
“When we do our research and see that a particular product (such as an on-reducing carbon emissions, Nasseri says “Because we believe very 
demand hot water heater) fits we go directly to the developer and negotiate strongly in the future of our children and sustainability is probably the 
to bring the costs down,” says Nasseri.most important thing today in our lives …Every house we build this way 

takes about 10 – 12 tonnes of carbon out of the picture.” What does the future look like? Landmark is aiming to make net-zero 
ready homes the norm by 2015 and “Within 20 years I feel very strongly Nasseri calls climate change “the evil we have to deal with” and that the 
that the majority of homes in North America will be built that way.” costs of dealing with it can be measured in terms of dollars, livelihoods 
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Tapping (mountains of) trash 
for landfill gas

pple cores, pumpkins, Christmas trees and the crusts megatonnes of that bringing their total down to 20 megatonnes of 
your mom cut off your sandwich 27 years ago. They all CO2 equivalent. For scale the total emissions from Canada in Aended up at Cloverbar landfill in Edmonton and as that 2010 were 692 megatonnes with the biggest single sector being 

material breaks down it releases methane. transportation.

While the landfill isn’t accepting new waste that methane (which “In an energy hungry world and a world concerned about climate 
we know from our biogas episode is a valuable resource) can be change it would make a lot of sense to take all of these landfills 
collected and burned for electricity. It’s called landfill gas across our country and take that methane and turn that into a 
recovery and in this case the methane powers a 4.8-megawatt source of energy to meet that demand,” says Burkard. He’s a 
power plant, generating enough electricity to power 4,600 fount of information during our tour pointing out that Edmonton 
homes. was the first in Alberta to get a landfill gas recovery operation and 

trooping down to some exposed pipe on a cold winter day to Neil Burkhard was our very enthusiastic host as we toured 
show us how it all works.Edmonton’s waste management facility, a place that sports a very 

spiffy landfill diversion rate of 60 per cent. It was 21 years ago in The whole facility treats waste as a tremendous resource and all it 
1992 when Edmonton started sucking landfill gas out of its takes is a slight shift in how you see the world to realize it along 
landfill. with them. It’s a theme we’ve covered over and over again on 

Green Energy Futures.Today there are 60 active wells in the old landfill site and a star-
like pattern radiates out from each well to collect the methane. There are 64 landfill gas recovery sites in Canada right now and 
These pipes are 20 metres under the surface and they all feed into while not all of them burn the methane for electricity there will be 
a network of pipes that ring the perimeter of the landfill. lots of opportunities as carbon markets and  carbon pricing 

develops.What’s collected in those pipes is typically a mixture of methane, 
carbon dioxide and water vapour. It’s collected by massive 
vacuum pumps, cleaned up and burned in three different 20 Twenty years in, creating electricity from landfill gas still isn’t 
cylinder converted diesel engines. that common, but Edmonton is not resting on its laurels. A new 
They collect a lot of gas, enough to fill the equivalent of 8,000 hot biofuels plant under construction will convert 100,000 tonnes of 
air balloons per day. What doesn’t get burned for electricity is undiverted trash into 38 million litres of biofuels annually.
flared. The operator who was showing me around mentioned that “It’s quite a complex process - we create a feedstock initially 
this is done for carbon credits.  It was curious – how is burning where we take the garbage and shred it up into something the size 
methane a positive for the environment? of a corn flake or a potato chip,” says Burkhard.
It turns out that methane is 21 times more potent a greenhouse gas “That waste will then be fed into what is called a bio-refinery, that 
than carbon dioxide. Venting it directly to the atmosphere is far will raise the temperature of that material to 750 degrees Celsius 
worse than even just burning it off as the flaring process converts and crack the bonds of the garbage.” That cracking process 
the methane into plain old CO2. creates syngas, which is a mix of carbon monoxide and 
Landfills produce a lot of greenhouse gases, in 2010 they hydrogen. Through another process called catalytic synthesis the 
produced 27 megatonnes of CO2 equivalent. Through landfill whole mix is turned into methanol.
gas recovery techniques they were able to capture seven 

WASTE TO BIOFUELS

Edmonton's 
Integrated 
Processing 
and 
Transfer 
Facility 
(IPTF) 
starts the 
process of 
processing 
trash. About 
40 per cent 
of 
Edmonton's 
waste is 
turned into 
compost.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Continued from page 24

“The methanol has all kinds of uses. It can be refined further into ethanol Winnipeg only diverts 17 per of its waste from the landfill.  Edmonton 
for ethanol-blended gasolines. Raw methanol can be used for making does it with a massive composting complex, an army of workers working 
windshield wiper fluid, glycol and a whole series of other chemicals that conveyor belts picking out recyclables and new initiatives that partner 
are used in the petrochemical industry.” with companies to find the value in old electronics and waste paper and old 

clothes. Edmonton’s new biofuels operation will get waste diversion rates With Edmonton currently trucking 70 loads of garbage a day one hour 
to 90 per cent by 2015.southeast to a dump in the small town of Ryley, getting that diversion 

number up as high as possible means cash savings. “Landfills aren’t obsolete just yet, but we’re getting very, very close,” says 
Burkhard.

UPDATE: We originally stated that Toronto diverted 67 per cent of its Other municipalities are catching up with Edmonton’s 60 per cent landfill 
landfill waste, it is actually 47 per cent. diversion rate. Vancouver diverts 55 per cent, Toronto 47 per cent and 

90 PER CENT WASTE DIVERSION RATE

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Learn about Alberta's 
$380 million green technology fund

Since 2009, $380 million has been collected with $212 million of it which is not a surprise since 70 per cent of Alberta’s greenhouse gas 
being invested so far. Of the money that’s been spent $98 million emissions come from industry.
has been invested in renewables, $38.7 million in energy efficiency 
with the rest going to greening fossil fuel production and carbon 

The bottom line for the CCEMC though is reducing carbon capture and storage. That’s 64 per cent of the money invested so far 
emissions. Spurring on innovation and stimulating investment in going into renewables and energy efficiency.
new clean tech businesses are nice to haves too.

“On average for every dollar that we spend we get a leverage of 
Head to the CCEMC website and check out the renewable energy about five and in total we have about $1.3 billion dollars worth of R 
projects and there are some cool projects to geek out over. There is a and D and development projects in the works today,” says Andries.
bio-refinery in Hairy Hill, Alberta that caught the attention of David 

This sounds like awesome news and it is, but it’s interesting that Lewin, the vice-chair of the CCEMC.
$600 million in investment comes from one project, the 

“This is where the proponent takes animal waste and turns it into Blackspring Ridge 300 megawatt wind project. Interestingly too 
three things; fertilizer, green power for his operations and ethanol,” about 40 per cent of the greenhouse gas reductions, 4.2 mega 
says Lewin. tonnes, also come from this same project.
“That’s an exciting project because it’s the start of potentially a new This tells us two things: Renewable energy can deliver serious 
bio-refinery industry in the province which could be expanded to emissions reductions and it can also deliver serious investment.
other areas. We have a lot of animal waste issues within the 

The CCEMC is also investing funds in ideas like cogeneration and province.”
energy efficiency and in terms of delivering good economics and 

The CCEMC also invested $10 million into the Blackspring Ridge emissions reductions those two are proven performers.
project, a $600 million 300-megawatt wind farm in southern 

A recent study from the Alberta Energy Efficiency Alliance Alberta.
suggests Alberta can get 27 megatonnes, half of Alberta’s emissions 

“They have a specific turbine on the wind that can generate power at reductions 2020 goal from energy efficiency programs.
a low wind area … If this technology proves successful, and we’re 

Currently projects that the CCEMC have invested in will only get confident it will, it will open up the marketplace for much more 
Alberta to 20 per cent of the way to its 2020 goal.wind development,” says Kirk Andries, managing director for the 
Alberta already knows it will not meet its 2020 emissions reduction CCEMC.
targets and is presently revaluating its climate change strategy.  It They’ve even invested in Landmark Homes, a company we’ve 
has appointed a new associate minister of Electricity and featured here on Green Energy Futures before.
Renewable Energy but because the regulation only applies to a 

“We are assisting them in financing changes to their manufacturing small amount of emissions and the $15 charge isn’t indexed to 
process to internalize the ability to deliver all the technologies that inflation the design of the CCEMC falls short in a couple of key 
are required to create net zero homes in an efficient way,” says points.
Andries.

The Alberta government will no doubt continue to work on carbon 
And that’s just a few of the projects. There’s a large biogas capture and storage and other technologies to help it’s core fossil 
operation, a concentrated solar thermal project, several waste to fuel industries reduce emissions but it seems that bigger emissions 
energy projects and there’s even a battery project attached to a wind reductions may require putting more effort into supporting new 
farm. There is a support for improving industrial processes too, renewable energy industries and energy efficiency.

GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTIONS?

GREEN ENERGY GEEK OUT
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hen it comes to dealing with carbon emissions Alberta has a daunting challenge - Alberta emits more GHGs than any other 
province and the numbers are going up not down. Alberta is the carbon emissions capital of Canada.W

Back in 2007 in an effort to get out in front of the issue Alberta passed a law requiring large emitters of greenhouse gases (100,000 tonnes of 
GHGs a year or more) to scale back the intensity of their emissions by 12 per cent below an agreed upon baseline. The emitters were then 
required to pay a $15 so-called carbon levy on any emissions over their targets. We’re talking electrical generators, oil sands operations, 
chemical manufacturing and the like.
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How Hybrids Work

Starting and take-off

Cruising

Accelerating

Regenerative Braking

Lexus Hybrid Drive is a full hybrid system because it can 
operate in three distinct modes: gas only, electric motor 
only, or a combination of the two. It doesn't have to be 
plugged in, ever.

On take-off and driving at low speeds, only the electric 
motors are used. As the vehicle starts moving, power is sent 
from the battery to the electronic control unit which in turn 
sends power to the front and rear electric motors.

The engine and electric motors work together to drive the 
front wheels once you reach cruising speeds. A power split 
device controls the power from the engine and the electric 
generator to the wheels for maximum efficiency.

The engine continues to provide power but receives an 
additional power boost from the front and rear electric 
motors. Engine power also goes to generator which is able 
to redirect surplus power to the electronic control unit.

Energy produced under braking is captured and sent to the 
electric motors for additional efficiency. It then powers the 
electronic control unit and any additional energy is returned 
to the battery.

Environmentally Friendly 

Luxury Hybrid Vehicles 

and SUVs by Lexus at 

Lexus of Edmonton.

Luxury hybrid cars are now a reality with latest generation of 
hybrid Lexus vehicles. The new hybrid gas-electric Lexus engines 
are designed with power and performance in mind so you can drive 
guilt-free without sacrificing your driving experience.

Lexus hybrids have undergone over 7 years of real-word experience 
and over 40 years of research and development to give you proven 
hybrid technology with the same commitment to quality, dependabil-
ity and reliability as other Lexus vehicles.

The new hybrid Lexus models don't just raise the bar, but they 
carry it to heights few thought possible. It's a step that is letting us 
all breathe easier.

Lexus has been at the forefront of hybrid innovation, releasing Lexus RX 
400 h as the first, the Lexus GS 450h as the second, and the Lexus LS600h 
L as the third production luxury hybrid in the world. The LS600h L was the 
world's first full V8 hybrid that was mated to the proven all-wheel drive 
system.

Hybrids are here to stay, and the technology continues to be integrated into 
more and more Lexus models. Lexus of Edmonton has 8 fully certified 
Hybrid technicians with over 50 years of combined experience. Our Hybrid 
Product Specialists are available anytime to answer any questions you may 
have regarding our vast Hybrid line up. 

Superior fuel efficiency when compared to other manufacturers. Lexus 
hybrids are “full hybrids” with the option of running on electric-only 
power at low speeds, while the hybrids of many other manufacturers 
requires the gasoline engine to run at all times.

Significantly lower emissions than non-hybrid vehicles with reductions 
in airborne pollutants and greenhouse gases.

Hybrid V8 power available in the luxurious LS 600h L which features a 
5.0-litre, 32-valve V8.

Improved throttle response and performance and seamless transitions 
between gas and electric operating modes.

THE FUTURE OF HYBRIDS

Benefits include:

BENEFITS OF HYBRID TECHNOLOGY
Fewer emissions and pollutants, power and performance second to none, 
fuel efficient to the last drop and the quiet smoothness of a luxury vehicle.
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Continued on page 29

Ontario: Canada's energy transition 
success story
Why shutting down coal and ramping up renewables is working

hen you look at Ontario’s greenhouse gas reductions And indeed the proof is all around you in Ontario. More than 
you can pin it to one thing: shutting down coal-fired 23,329 microFIT small rooftop solar projects have been installed 
power plants and transitioning to renewables and with 2,356 megawatts of solar PV (for comparison, Alberta has W
lower carbon electricity generation. seven megawatts).

And while a lot of governments and politicians have talked the Ontario also has also installed 3,498 megawatts of wind and 
talk on greenhouse gas reductions, Ontario has actually walked another 2,228 megawatts are under development, making it the 
the walk. leader in wind energy in Canada.

“Getting off coal is the single largest climate change initiative Ontario’s biomass and biogas projects haven’t kept pace with 
being undertaken in North America, equivalent to taking up to wind and solar but the province is still near the top of leaderboard 
seven million cars off the road,” says Bob Chiarelli, Ontario’s in those areas as well.
minister of energy.

But if you listen to the noisy 
debates in the media, Ontario’s 
transition away from coal and So has the energy transition raised 
towards renewable energy is the price of electricity?  
responsible for dramatic cost 

Hamilton says cost increases have increases and possibly the end of 
come from the feed-in tariffs, but the world as we know it.
also grid infrastructure upgrades, 

“And as the critics said, they're decommissioning of plants, and 
right, the sky fell. People are being development of new natural gas 
sucked into the ground, it's been plants. More costs are coming soon 
utter chaos, and we're just trying to from nuclear refurbishment.
keep the lights on. No. It's been 

“It (renewable energy) has cost us a great.”
slight increase in electricity costs, 

That’s Tyler Hamilton, the editor of but I think most Ontarians, despite 
the magazine Corporate Knights, what you read in the papers, would 
with tongue firmly in his cheek. think that that's an acceptable thing 
He’s also an adjunct professor of for what we're trying to accom-
environmental studies at York plish," says Hamilton.
University and he’s followed Ontario’s energy transition closely 

And solar and wind energy still remain incredibly popular. A over the last six years.
recent poll commissioned by the Canadian Solar Industries 

Hamilton acknowledges that there have been some problems Association found that 77 per cent of Ontarians believe that their 
with the execution of the Green Energy Act. provincial government needs to invest more in solar.   
“Sometimes when you're sticking your neck out and taking a first 
step in a jurisdiction that hasn't really taken that many steps, 

It’s the combo package of shutting down coal and ramping up you're going to stumble,” says Hamilton.
renewables that makes Ontario the leader in Canada in green-

In spite of this, Hamilton says Ontario is achieving its goals: house gas reductions.
“We've got a thriving renewable industry. We're a leader in wind 
technology and developments and the solar industry is going 
gangbusters.”

RENEWABLE ENERGY A 
SMALL PART OF PRICE 
INCREASES

ONTARIO IS A CLIMATE CHANGE LEADER

Solar flowers at Clarkson Wastewater Treatment Plant in the 
Region of Peel in Mississauga, Ontario. This flamboyant solar 
system is installed right next door to a former hybrid bus plant 

that also has a 427 kW solar system on its roof. More than 
23,000 renewable energy projects have been built in Ontario 

since the launch of the Green Energy Act in 2009. 
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By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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Jason Rioux was there for the heyday of coal-fired generation in province has done incredible things on the energy transition file. 
Ontario. He worked for Ontario Power Generation at the It deserves recognition. 
Nanticoke coal plant, a 4000-megawatt monster of a facility that 
was the biggest coal plant in Canada when it was running. 
Now he’s a VP at NRStor, an energy storage company that 
will be selling Tesla’s new highly coveted Powerwall.

“The Green Energy Act has, if I can call it, primed the 
pump for renewable energy development and the 
production of those technologies in the province of 
Ontario and I think all of the provinces in Canada can 
leverage what Ontario has done,” says Rioux.

“A lot of costs have come down on wind and solar and now 
you can take advantage of building them out at a much 
lower cost than they would have otherwise been.”

And the fact that Rioux works for an energy storage 
company today is also a sign of things to come. 

Ontario has mandated a build-out of 50 megawatts of 
energy storage; three utility-scale projects that add up 34 
megawatts worth of energy storage are being built right 
now.

The renewable energy revolution in Ontario has touched 
the whole province. There’s a wind turbine blade plant in 
Tillsonburg and solar companies like Canadian Solar have 
transitioned into global players. The Green Energy Act 
also spawned SolarShare, an organization we featured a 
few years ago that has now sold $10 million in solar bonds 
to regular people and built six megawatts of solar projects 
worth $30 million.

And while the controversy around the feed-in tariffs has 
forced their retirement, Ontario is on track to get a quarter 
to a third of its electricity from renewable sources by 2021.

And in a sign of the times, Ontario Power Generation, the 
organization that used to be responsible for running 
Ontario’s coal fleet, is now building solar farms right on 
the sites of those former coal plants. Ontario’s energy 
transition might not been handled perfectly but the 

Continued from page 28

Jason Rioux 
worked at Ontario 
Power Generation 
in its coal-fired 
heyday. He also 
worked there 
during the 
transition away 
from coal to natural 
gas and 
renewables. He 
now works for 
NRStor, an energy 
storage company in 
Ontario. He says 
Ontario is well on 
the way to 
achieving its goal 
of 10,000 
megawatts of solar, 
wind and biomass. 

Shows projected 
absolute change in 
provincial GHGs 
under current policy. 
Canada's 2020 target 
is 125 Mt below the 
2005 level. Excludes 
land-use, land-use 
change and forestry 
(LULUCF) emissions. 
Data from 
Environment 
Canada. Graph 
courtesy of Pembina 
Institute

Projected change in GHG emissions, 2005-2020 (Mt CO  e)
*excluding land-use
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Continued on page 31

Nanaimo: Turning waste into 
compost, carbon credits and electricity

Ecologist Peter Marshall put it best.

“Waste itself is a human concept; everything in nature is 
eventually used.”

THE FLAGSHIP

A 2004 study found that 34 per cent of the waste that gets picked 
up in the Nanaimo Regional District could be diverted through 
this kind of program. By diverting this waste not only will the city 
get far more life out of its current landfill, but it’s turning that 

ead to a forest and see if you can spot any waste. Fungi stream of waste into a useful product – compost.
are breaking down the dead trees, the leaf litter on the 

Compost, especially the high quality compost you’re able to Hforest floor retains moisture and protects the soil from 
create when the organic material is separated from other kinds of the sun. Even the droppings from the deer and the rabbits are 
waste at the source is a valuable product. The compost that is broken down and used by the eco-system around it.
made from the source material provided by the people of 

As a species we’re cottoning on the fact that what we consider Nanaimo currently retails for $34.95 a cubic yard through a 
waste is often a valuable resource. We’ve featured Edmonton’s private company.
waste management system, and Vancouver’s sewage district 

Currently the Regional District of heating system on Green Energy 
Nanaimo collects about 2,000 tonnes Futures before, but even mid-size 
per of organic waste per year. On a cities like Nanaimo now feature 
spring afternoon I followed a garbage thriving businesses, partnerships and 
truck on its rounds ending at the waste projects that are turning various 
transfer facility and it’s quite an streams of waste into compost, 
operation. Truck after truck full of electricity and carbon credits.
gross, sodden food waste is dropped 

Chris Midgley is the manager of off  ( imagine a  never-ending 
energy and sustainability for the Gallagheresque mélange of food 
Regional District of Nanaimo. hitting the floor here) and carted away 
Located on the east coast of Vancouver Island in British to the nearby composting facility.
Columbia the district features the cities Nanaimo, Parksville, 

And while it’s not the most appetizing scene, it does offer Qualicum Beach and Lantzville with around 145,000 people 
environmental benefits. By keeping the organics out of the calling it home.
landfill you’re able to drastically reduce the amount of leachate 

“It's part of a general philosophy around waste where you treat it that the landfill produces; leachate being the gross, contaminated 
not as a waste product, but as a resource. Try to recover as much water that collects as water passes through the landfill and 
as you can. As a regional district we're responsible for managing collects in a low spot.
all these different streams of waste, so (we) try to find opportuni-

When those 2,000 tonnes of waste a year don’t end up in the ties to generate energy or other benefits from those materials,” 
landfill and don’t break down anaerobically (in the absence of says Midgley.
oxygen) you avoid the release of methane, a very potent 
greenhouse gas. This makes curbside organic collection the 
Nanaimo district’s secret weapon in reaching carbon neutrality, a The flagship program in Nanaimo’s case is curbside organic 
target all municipalities in B.C. must meet.pickup. Put your organic waste and food scraps in the green bin, 

put it on the curb and it gets picked up and composted.

By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca

"It's part of a general philosophy 
around waste where you treat it not as 

a waste product, but as a resource. 

Try to recover as much 
as you can."

- CHRIS MIDGLEY
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LANDFILL GAS

THE VALUE IN WEEDS

BIOGAS COGENERATION

ment. Then it’s burned in a boiler for electricity and heat. While the district 
was collecting biogas before and burning it for heat they were only able to 

Speaking of organic material breaking down anaerobically and creating use about 40 per cent of the biogas they collected with the rest having to be 
methane (a frequent topic of conversation around the Green Energy burned off.
Futures office let me tell you) that’s what’s happening in the district’s 

“This is a cogen facility, so cogeneration of electricity, but also heat. So the landfill right now. For decades it was a regular landfill and as a result 
heat that's being produced at this site is actually being directed back they’ve got quite the resource to tap.
towards the buildings where it's heating the buildings and providing 

Their 1.3-megawatt landfill gas recovery project was commissioned in comfort to the workers here, but also going into the process heat for the 
2009 and it ensures that the majority of the methane that the old landfill treatment of the sewage itself, so heating the waste that's in the digesters,” 
produces is collected and burned for electricity. The annual greenhouse says Midgley.
gas emissions savings are more than 21,000 tonnes. 

Heating that waste is a necessary and energy intensive step in the biogas 
There are landfill gas recovery projects around the country and it’s a great process that is now handled for free via a resourceful use of waste
way to reduce your greenhouse gas emissions and make some money by 
selling electricity into the grid.

The value in waste is all around us. As gardening season gets started we 
should keep in mind this quote from Ralph Waldo Emerson.

In November of 2012 Nanaimo announced the completion of its sewage-
“What is a weed? A plant whose virtues have not yet been discovered.”fed cogeneration project that again pulls the double-whammy of reducing 
It takes just a slight tilt of the head to change the way you see the world and greenhouse gas emissions and generating clean electricity. It’s a biogas 
discovering the virtues of the things we dislike can lead to valuable new cogeneration project that, when fully operational, tops out at 330 
businesses and innovations.kilowatts.

It’s encouraging to see smaller cities and districts figure out the business They collect the biogas, or methane, from sewage waste that is broken 
and clean energy opportunities in their garbage.down in one of three digesters in, you guessed it, an anaerobic environ-

Continued from page 30
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contact@100menYEG.com

Become one of the 100 Men Who Give a Damn about 
Edmonton and make an immediate, direct, and positive

 difference in the lives of our neighbours and our community. 
Join us in making a powerful impact!

Bring together 100-plus men in Edmonton 
who give a damn, who care about local community
causes, and are committed to charitable service.

www.100menyeg.com

With four meetings a year, we can witness how $40,000 or 
more can improve the lives of our neighbours when placed 
in the hands of deserving grassroots agencies working to 

serve the Edmonton community.

OUR GOAL
IS SIMPLE: 

businessofgreen.ca 



Daryl 
Giesbrecht is 

the brew 
master at the 

Cowichan 
Biodiesel Co-
op that takes 

used 
vegetable oil 
from cruise 
ships and 

restaurants 
and refines it 

for use in 
cars and 
buses. 

Biodiesel: 
From cruise ship kitchens 
to tour bus gas tanks

ith 17 micro-breweries the 750,000 people who call 
Vancouver Island home are well served by beer 
makers. But it’s a different kind of Vancouver Island W
micro-brew that caught our attention, it’s a plucky 

little biodiesel cooperative at a farmer’s market to selling 
between 150,000 to 200,000 litres a year.

As you walk into the Cowichan Biodiesel Cooperative’s 
processing facility in Duncan B.C., it really does look like a 
microbrewery. Tanks, pumps, hoses and other assorted machin-
ery are all reminiscent of the brew master’s trade. But unlike the 
yeasty, worty smell that you get at a brewery the biodiesel see coming out of far too many vehicles. 
processing facility has the faint hint of French fries. Compared to regular petro-diesel, biodiesel 

produces far less polycyclic aromatic And when you ask a long-time customer about why they spend 
hydrocarbons, a known carcinogen.the extra-money for their home-made diesel she’s got a quick 

answer. Biodiesel also produces far 
less  greenhouse  gas  “I got involved because I wanted to 
emissions as well. A study get off fossil fuels,” says Lynn 
f r o m  t h e  N a t i o n a l  Wytenbroek, a founding member.
R e n e w a b l e  E n e r g y  

And like any microbrewery or Laboratory, a lab of the US 
small, grassroots organization you Department of Energy, 
need dedicated customers. found in a life cycle study 

that buses using 100 per cent biodiesel (B100) “But personally, I prefer to be on 100 per cent as much as 
produced 78 per cent less carbon dioxide emissions.possible. I've even driven out to Alberta with the trunk of the car 

full of biodiesel so I didn't have to fill up at a gas station.”

When Wytenbroek says 100 per cent she means B100, the 
designation that refers to a fuel comprised of 100 per cent 
biodiesel. B20 by comparison, is a mixture of 20 per cent 

While customers like Wytenbroek help you get off the ground, biodiesel and 80 per cent petro-diesel.
it’s customers like Cruise Victoria Services (CVS) which help 

Biodiesel is a safe, clean, ready-to-use alternative transportation you scale up. CVS is a sightseeing and tour operation that’s run 
fuel that in this case is made with used vegetable oil. It can be put out of Victoria, BC and they have a fleet of 19 buses.
into almost any diesel engine and when used, produces far less 
pollution, specifically the nasty black smoke and particulates you 

Scaling up:  
Of buses and cruise ships

By David Dodge and Duncan Kinney

Biodiesel is a safe, clean, 
ready-to-use alternative transportation 

fuel that in this case is made with 
used vegetable oil.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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either as it keeps the waste cooking oil out of the sewer system where it 
clogs pipes and costs them big money.

They switched to B20, or 20 per cent biodiesel in 2007.

“For the first six months we didn't even tell our driving 
staff that they were running biofuel. Ultimately when 
we did announce it everybody was quite surprised 
because there was zero impact in terms of the overall We can’t dance around it, the biodiesel from the Cowichan Biodiesel 
operation with the exception of lower overall emis- Cooperative costs more than your typical litre of petro-diesel. There is 
sions,” says Gary Gale, managing director with CVS. about a $0.40 to $0.50 cent premium – petro-diesel was $1.29 and the 

biodiesel was $1.78. Much to the frustration of coop members, over $0.40 They gradually ramped up to B100 and they are, as far 
of this cost is tax which includes a provincial carbon tax on this carbon as we know the only company in North America running a major fleet of 
neutral fuel.buses on biodiesel fuel.

Biodiesel is a premium product that Roberts compares to organic foods. “Customers love it. The side of the bus has actually has B100 biodiesel 
Biodiesel, like organic food produced by a nearby farmer is not only better right on the side of it and customers, mainly U.S. customers, are really 
for your health it’s better for the local economy as well.thrilled by the fact that, you know, that somebody’s taken measures that we 

have in order to adapt to the B100 system,” says Gale. Customer Lynn Wytenbroek agrees: “My $1.78 per liter goes into this 
community. It stays in this community and that helps the local economy. Here’s where the story gets a little serendipitous. As CVS ramped up their 
That's very important; it's like buying local food, which I also do precisely demand for biodiesel fuel the Cowichan Biodiesel Cooperative was able 
for that reason.”to tap into the waste vegetable oil from the 220 cruise ships that dock at 

Ogden Point in Victoria every year. The cruise ships come in on one side of The local angle even applies when it comes to suppliers. The coop has a 
the pier and the bus line is based in the same building. sticker they give to restaurants that supply them with vegetable oil that 

identifies to locals that their used vegetable oil gets turned into biodiesel.“And that’s a great sustainable closed-loop system, recycling the waste 
product from the cruise ships and turning it into a value-added biofuel that The Cowichan Bio-Diesel Co-operative is now in the process of installing 
is then used to take those tourists around Victoria,” Brian Roberts, the a second biodiesel pump that will provide B100 and various mixtures of 
president of the Cowichan Biodiesel Cooperative. bio/petro-diesel fuel to the vehicles of its members which now includes 

project partner the Cowichan Valley Regional District.Half of their feedstock now comes from those cruise ships with the other 
half coming from restaurants. Even regular folks can even come and drop Biodiesel will never replace petro-diesel by itself, but getting not just 
off their used vegetable oil at a little drop-off station at the local landfill. people to eat locally but cars as well means less of a dependence on a 
It’s not a lot, but it is a way for average people to contribute and learn about volatile, unhealthy commodity.
their transportation fuel options. The local county folks don’t mind it 

The price: 

Farmer’s market vs. Superstore

Gary Gale, 
managing 
director of 

Cruise Victoria 
Services bus 
lines that run 

on clean 
burning 

biodiesel fuel 
from the 

Cowichan 
Biodiesel Co-

operative.

Photo David Dodge, GreenEnergyFutures.ca
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We look forward to working 
with you!

On Site Placement (OSP) is a non-

profit agency and registered charity 
serving individuals with ongoing medical 
conditions or disabilities to secure and 
maintain employment. Also, we are 
pleased to provide services to employers 
committed to developing a diverse 
workforce. OSP has been serving the 
Edmonton region for 34 years, working 
with hundreds of employers and placing 
thousands of people in employment.

Are you an individual with an 

ongoing medical condition or disability 
seeking employment? Call us at 780-488-
8122 or visit www.osp.ab.ca to get the 
details on coming to a Client Information 
Session.

Are you an employer looking for 

staff? Call us at 780-488-8122 or visit 
www.osp.ab.ca 
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